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The U.S. Geological Survey has unveiled for the coming year the
new “US Topo,” a significant new step in regenerating, improving, and
updating the familiar USGS topographic maps.
US Topo is a digital 1:24,000-scale topographic map series.
The new maps are built from the digital layers of The National Map,
which is a synthesis of information from local, state, and federal
partners. The US Topo maps combine the familiar data layers seen in
the original map— contours, hydrography, transportation, geographic
names, and more—over an image background. The maps’ collar and
frame have the same look and feel as the legacy USGS topographic
map. Although the maps are built from digital components, users can
print the maps showing different layers and at different scales. US
Topo maps are designed to look, feel, and perform like the traditional
paper topographic maps for which the USGS is so well known.
However, in contrast to paper-based maps, US Topo maps provide
technical advantages that support faster, wider public distribution and
enable basic, on-screen geographic analysis for all users.
The US Topo product

# Is built from nationally consistent data quality assured to
high standards;

# Looks and feels like legacy paper USGS topographic maps
but has technical advantages;

# Can be used on the computer or printed to scale;
# Is available for free download;
# Enables users to select from various reference systems, e.g.,
latitude/longitude or Universal Transverse Mercator;

# Has direct “mash-up” capabilities with Google Maps; and
# Allows for continuous evolution and incorporation of
additional data layers.

[continued on next page]

USGS Topo Maps (cont.)
US Topo builds on the earlier introduction of the “Digital Map–Beta.” More than 14,100 of the
Beta quadrangle maps have been produced since last June, with coverage in 18 states. A precursor to
the US Topo, the Beta maps were similar in appearance to USGS topographic maps but did not include
the hydrography and contour lines. US Topo adds these layers and other improvements and will now
be the foundation upon which future enhancements and additional data are added.

Production Schedule and Use
US Topo maps will be produced in 2010 and 2011 to complete coverage (along with the Beta maps) of
the continental United States. For 2010, US Topo production begins in Kansas and progresses to New
York, Oklahoma, Kentucky, and Texas toward a total of 16 states. In 2012, the existing Beta maps
will be supplanted by new US Topo maps. After that, production will continue on a national threeyear cycle.
US Topo maps are available on the internet at no cost in a GeoPDF format. Free tools allow
users to determine coordinates, turn layers on and off, zoom in and out, and print the map image.
The site includes a “Quickstart” user’s guide, links to locate and download the available maps, an
information sheet, and some interesting information concerning the history of topographic mapping
in the USGS.

Evaluation Wanted
Feedback on the US Topo is very
important and will be used to improve
the maps, the website, and outreach
materials. The USGS is encouraging
evaluation for various uses. Comments
may be submitted through the “Contact
Us” tab of the US Topo website, below.
''' The US Topo maps and
much more information can be found on
The National Map website at

http://www.nationalmap.gov/ustopo/.

At left is an image of the US Topo
map for the Coffeyville East
Kansas quadrangle.
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from the Chair
Greg Main, CFM
With the start of a new year, I hope everyone is well and moving forward to do his or
her part to make this year one in which we continue to make progress in achieving our goals
for establishing national policy and standards that will result in a safe and informed public that
understands its risks with regard to flooding. Looking over my ASFPM New Year’s
resolutions to-do list, I want to first make a pitch to our members to make this year one in
which you get more involved with one of our various ASFPM committees. Participating is
easy and we are always pleased when another member steps up and joins a committee. You
can start by checking out each of the Committee work plans on our ASFPM website and see
which activities best fit your expertise and interests. Once you have determined which
Committee you would like to volunteer with, you can contact the Committee Co-Chairs listed
on each Committee webpage. We can then add you to their list of “go-to” people for projects
as they come up. We have many committee activities in the works, and can use your input as
we move forward to promote sound floodplain management throughout the nation. Are you up
to the challenge? If so, then to use the phrase, please “just do it” and join a committee.
Another one of my New Year “to do’s” was to get my reservation in for this year’s
ASFPM conference, which I am happy to say I have finished. (Now if I can just hit that state
lottery my resolutions can really be complete.) Plan now to attend the 2010 conference in
Oklahoma City, May 16th to 21st. Be sure to check out our website for updates on the
conference. Rooms reservations are starting to fill up, so don’t wait.

In closing, I want again to encourage each of you to continue to take up the challenge this year
of promoting effective strategies for communicating flood risk to the public and to decisionmakers
about the actions that are needed to appropriately manage the nation’s flood risk and its floodplain
resources. At present, we are not getting through to the public or getting them to “buy in” regarding the
risk from flooding. Having worked many floods in my home state of Indiana, I have had numerous
conversations in which I have tried to convince flood victims that they need to consider taking
different approaches in their reconstruction efforts instead of simply building or re-building exactly the
way they were before. Getting them to “just do it” seems not to be a scenario that most want to accept
when it comes to understanding their flood risk. It is up to us to work to break that cycle and come up
with new and innovative ways to foster a better understanding about flood risks. In that regard, I
encourage each of you to make this year one in which you try to make a difference and to do so on the
local level. Let’s all do our part to start the change to reduce flood damage in the United States and
make this year one we can all be proud of.
Oh, a parting thought from Albert Einstein . . . “The definition of insanity is doing the same
thing over and over again and expecting different results.” #
Regards,
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Learn more about Mitigating Future Flood
Damage with Retrofitting Course
The Federal Emergency Management Agency is again offering its 4-day resident course in
floodproofing (retrofitting) at the Emergency Management Institute in Emmitsburg, Maryland, May
10–13, 2010. This course gives participants the opportunity to learn current engineering principles and
practices for retrofitting flood prone residential buildings. Participants will complete a design exercise
based on a real-life case study. The course also has a written examination and covers these topics:
Introduction to Retrofitting; Regulatory Framework; Parameters of Retrofitting; Determination of
Hazards; Benefit/Cost Analysis; and General Design Practices addressing Elevation in Place,
Relocation, Dry Floodproofing, Wet Floodproofing, Floodwalls, and Levees.
The course is intended for those with engineering, architectural, or building science
knowledge. Applicants from state or local agencies are eligible for the student stipend program, which
reimburses the student’s transportation to the facility and provides a room on site. All other costs must
be borne by the student, including meals ($19.35 each day in the dining hall). Costs for federal
employees must be borne by their agencies (please note there is no fee for the course itself).
''' For more information, please contact Joseph “Joe” K. Bills, Training Specialist,
Emergency Management Institute, DHS-FEMA, 16825 South Seton Ave., Emmitsburg, MD 21727
(301) 447-1356; fax: 301-447-1598, joseph.bills@dhs.gov.

Financial Services Roundtable—
A Private-sector Vote for Mitigation
The Financial Services Roundtable is an executive forum for the leaders of the financial services
industry. Its more than 90 member companies represent the insurance, investment, banking, and
securities sectors. Large, integrated financial services companies finance most of the nation’s
economy and are critical to its sustained growth. The Roundtable (whose predecessor organization
was founded in 1912) advocates a competitive marketplace for the delivery of financial products and
services, and regulation of the industry that provides safety and soundness, and consumer protection.
This fall the Roundtable issued a statement of its position with regard to reinsurance in the
United States, noting that “reinsurance is an efficient risk management tool for insurance companies
to reduce volatility, and it increases global insurance capacity.” Further, the Roundtable believes that
“regulation of reinsurance should be modernized and carried out exclusively by the federal
government.”
Of importance to floodplain managers, the Roundtable also formally noted the importance of
mitigation in a healthy insurance and reinsurance framework.
The Roundtable believes federal, state, and local governments, along with reinsurers, insurers,
and other stakeholders, should aggressively pursue policies that improve and expand hazard
mitigation programs, promoting techniques to improve new construction and strengthen
existing structures. The Roundtable supports means-tested, tax-based government incentives,
such as tax credits, loans and grants, to help consumers and businesses invest in their own
safety. In addition, the Roundtable urges governments to invest appropriately in infrastructure
and to support and promote risk-avoidance and proactive mitigation measures to protect the
public from a broad range of natural disasters, including wind, flood, wildfires and
earthquakes.

''' Read the full policy statement on reinsurance and more about the Financial Services
Roundtable and its work towards legislative, policy, and industry change at http://www.fsround.org.
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Practices must Change to achieve
Floodplain Stewardship
Ricardo Lopez-Torrijos

Institute for the Application of Geospatial
Technology at the
New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation

Editor’s note: This comment was received in response to the article by Doug Plasencia
and Jacquelyn Monday that appeared in the December 2009 News & Views,
“Floodplain Management needs a Conservation Ethic.” The authors heartily endorse the
suggestions below, and welcome additional thoughts and recommendations on converting
a policy of floodplain conservation into practice.
In any place-specific case, the “tension between the needs of the ecosystem and human
demands” is not even acknowledged until problems surface: before their appearance, learning about
them is an arduous academic exercise. In contemporary floodplain management policy and practice,
even after problems surface, the “bare recognition” to the needs and tension is mirrored in the lack of
information exchange between those making decisions on behalf of one or the other. The mutual
avoidance is not just wilful: the architecture of the programs and corresponding information
repositories gives a blessing to their ignoring each other. Whether it’s the Federal Emergency
Management Agency running the National Flood Insurance Program or the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency managing the Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System Program, managers do not
have incentives or practical ways to know what the other program does in the watershed or around a
particular floodplain, much less to place their responsibility in a place-specific, time-frame
appropriate context.
You rightly point out the need of POLICY changes to provide alignment between water and
land management mandates. On the PRACTICE side you call for the application of methods to fairly
valuate natural services. This is not enough. Here two more necessary components:

# Pervasive, systematic and fully supported transfer of the accumulated knowledge
about a specific water resource, and

# A regulatory architecture with tools that allow for fluid communication among
stakeholders.

And we could move forward NOW on these! Surely the National Research Council panel* had
such issues in mind when it advised the use of the National Hydrography Dataset as the common
reference in all NFIP activities, starting with Flood Insurance Studies. Program integration in other
federal and state agencies has already shown the possibilities (still far short of the goal) of this
approach—the EPA’s WATERS is an example.
Yes, we need to CONVERT our practice to a conservation ethic of floodplain management. But
we also need to ENABLE the same with ways to know what’s going on (in every aspect) with “my
waters.” #
______________________
* National Research Council, 2009. Mapping the Zone: Improving Flood Map Accuracy. A report by the Board on Earth
Sciences/Mapping Science Committee. Washington, D.C.: National Academies Press.
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ASFPM begins Long-term Transition
of Leadership
The Board of Directors of the Association of State Floodplain Managers announced this week the
implementation of the ASFPM Leadership Transition Plan and the establishment of a new position of
Associate Director, to be based in the Executive Office in Madison, Wisconsin.
Over the past dozen years, the ASFPM has grown at a rapid and gratifying rate, testimony
to the increasing significance of flood-related issues at all levels of government and the private sector
throughout the nation. Our dedicated and talented staff works hard to supply the technical, scientific,
and administrative support to serve the members and also maintain the ASFPM’s visibility and
credibility as a voice for sound public policies that affect flooding and water resources. However,
demands in certain areas show the need for added effort. The ASFPM has noted the increasing need
for the development of tools for states and localities—such as model ordinances, guidance on
management approaches, and training materials; greater demand for outreach materials for the media;
a constant imperative to conceptualize and develop ASFPM positions on issues raised by its partners
in floodplain management; and the call for ASFPM participation on national advisory boards and
review committees, where the concerns of floodplain managers need to be represented.
The Board, Executive Director Larry Larson, and the Board-appointed Transition Team
have determined that these needs will be best addressed by hiring a senior-level person to help carry
the burden of the existing Executive Office workload. In addition, Larson, having served as Executive
Director since 1979, has indicated his desire to begin to shift his role with the ASFPM over the next
few years. This will allow the ASFPM to initiate a cost-effective and smooth long-term transition of
senior ASFPM leadership.
The new Associate Director position will involve a two-step strategy. For the first one or
two years, this person will work side-by-side with Larson and the Executive Office staff and, of
course, the Board, Committees, and our partners. At the end of that period, based upon his or her
exemplary performance, it is expected that the Associate Director would become ASFPM’s next
Executive Director. Larson would then assume a senior policy position, a post from which he will
continue to apply his nearly 50 years of experience to the needs of the ASFPM and the nation for
managing flood risks to humans, the built environment, and floodplain resources.
The ASFPM expects to post the formal job announcement in early April and have the new
Associate Director on board by October.
Few organizations have the luxury of a one- or two-year overlap between the tenures of
their chief executives. The Board is pleased that this opportunity permits the ASFPM to continue
uninterrupted in its efforts with federal agencies and its many other partners to develop and improve
floodplain management—including service to members, wise public policy that acknowledges state
and local roles, professional certification and training, national conferences, newsletters and
publications, press releases, advice on legislation and program policy, assistance and support to
chapters, and more.
As always, these contributions that the ASFPM has made over the past 34 years are the
result of the ideas, energy, and ongoing contributions of members and other partners. This legacy has
set the stage for the next exciting phase of our efforts to improve public safety and protect natural
floodplain resources.
''' If you have any questions or concerns, please get in touch with a Board member or
contact the Executive Office at Diane@floods.org or (608) 274-0123.
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ASFPM’s Larson named to FEMA Council
The Association of State Floodplain Manager’s Executive Director, Larry A. Larson, has been
appointed to FEMA’s National Advisory Council and will be sworn in at its February meeting.
Larson will join 34 other members who are appointed by the FEMA Administrator based on
their expertise and who serve three-year terms. The Council advises FEMA on all aspects of disaster
preparedness, including “the development and revision of the national preparedness goal, the national
preparedness system, the National Incident Management System, the National Response Plan, and
other related plans and strategies” that FEMA uses in its quest for a comprehensive system of
preparedness, protection, response, recovery, and mitigation.
This well-deserved recognition of Larson and the ASFPM is important on two fronts. First,
Larson’s extensive experience and insight will be an invaluable asset to the Council as it provides
input to FEMA programs and activities. Second, although the Council’s members do represent all
levels of government, various local, state, nonprofit, and private-sector entities—and all geographic
areas—their expertise has been drawn predominantly from the first-responder, public health, and law
enforcement fields. With a voice on the Council, the ASFPM hopes to encourage more attention to
natural hazards, including floods, and especially to mitigation of all disasters.
The development of the National Advisory Council was set into motion by the Post-Katrina
Emergency Management Reform Act of 2006. It meets four times each year and has made dozens of
formal recommendations to the FEMA Administrator on such topics as urban search and rescue,
post-disaster housing, public/private partnerships, and the National Response Framework.
''' Read more about the Council at its website, http://www.fema.gov/about/nac/.

International Flash Flood Laboratory
commences Work
Texas State University at San Marcos has launched a new International Flash Flood Laboratory.
Sponsored by the James and Marilyn Lovell Center for Environmental Geography and Hazards
Research, the inaugural workshop for the IFFL, held last fall, identified an agenda for working to
reduce fatalities and property loss from flash floods, not only in Texas’s notorious “Flash Flood
Alley” but also around the world.
Flash flooding is a particularly serious problem in Texas. In 2007 the state was responsible for
more than half the flood deaths in the United States, most of which were vehicle-related. Numerous
agencies along the San Antonio-Austin-Dallas-Fort Worth corridor are actively involved in flash
flood mitigation. But despite the erection of road blocks, daily exposure to flood-depth gages, and
even a law punishing people for driving around barriers, people continue to risk their lives by driving
across flooded roads.
In an effort to better integrate academic, professional, and governmental efforts to reduce the
impacts of flash floods, the IFFL will work with local, regional, and state authorities (city employees,
road departments, the Lower Colorado River Authority, emergency operations centers), academics
(physical and social scientists), the private sector (television/radio stations, forecasters/meteorologists,
hydrologic equipment developers), and the general public. The IFFL will cross national, political,
agency, and disciplinary boundaries in its mission to reduce the impact of flash floods worldwide.
''' Get more information about the IFFL at
http://www.geo.txstate.edu/lovell/IFFL/Workshop.html.
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Director’s Desk
Larry A. Larson, CFM
Executive Director, ASFPM

Watershed Approach fulfills Twin Goals
The ASFPM has a two-pronged mission: (1) to reduce the risk to property, lives, and human suffering
from flooding; and (2) to reduce the risk to floodplain resources and functions from flooding and from
human development. These two goals are not in conflict, but in fact, work together. Progress in one, if
the measures are done with a long-term, sustainable view, will lead to progress in the other. Too often,
people, businesses, communities, or political leaders believe one of these goals must be sacrificed to
achieve the other. Unfortunately, in the past that has too often been the case, because the measures
were carried out in a manner that was neither holistic nor sustainable.
An easy example is water resource development projects that build structural measures on top
of a river or coast, eliminating the resources and natural functions that help reduce flood losses. This
usually allowed wholesale development in the residual risk area associated with that levee or dam, and
was viewed as the only approach a community needed to undertake to reduce flood losses into the future.
In many cases those measures provided some benefits to some properties in the watershed, but at a cost of
increased flooding to others in that watershed or community who did not benefit. Those who relied on the
natural resources and functions of that watershed often also lost.
The issue of watershed approaches is not new. In 1950, Harry Truman said, “Finally, I urge the
Congress to develop more satisfactory procedures for considering and authorizing basin-wide development
programs. We are a long way still, both in Executive and Legislative Branches, from the kind of
comprehensive planning and action that is required if we are to conserve, develop and use our natural
resources so that they will be increasingly useful as the years go by. We need to make sure that each
legislative authorization and each administrative action takes us toward—not away from—this goal.”
Most of us in this profession agree on this concept, but implementing it in practice is difficult.
We often work with programs whose authority does not require a watershed approach, or that actually
allows activities that will increase flooding on other properties. Anything we can do to balance these
activities helps build more sustainable communities. The No Adverse Impact (NAI) approach is designed
to help do this. It provides the legal underpinning for communities to balance development approaches.
Federal agencies, including the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, and the Federal Emergency Management Agency have taken steps on this
issue, and all recognize they need to do more. It will take collaboration among those federal agencies and
they must work with states, communities, and citizens to first understand the issues, and then to act in
accordance with the principle of balanced approaches. The ASFPM will continue to promote these
approaches in our policy positions, papers, and tools that we provide to others. Each of you can contribute
to the effort also, by promoting the process, and even by simply explaining that these two goals are
intertwined, and if worked together, will lead to success for all. O

2010 Conference in Oklahoma City
The brochure for the Annual Conference of the Association of State
Floodplain Managers, May 16-21, 2010, is now available.
Check the conference webpage at http://www.floods.org for

O the technical program O exhibits and sponsorship
O ASFPM Foundation’s Silent Auction O accommodations
O field trips O nominations for Floodplain Management Awards
O and more.
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The

Insurance Committee’s
Corner
A Simple View of Grandfathering
No, this is not about grandpa in the front porch rocking chair with his granddaughter on his
lap. We thought we would just venture into the complex world of flood insurance and touch
upon the sometimes mystifying subject of “grandfathering.”
With so many counties now experiencing map changes due to updated flood hazard
data and/or levee de-certifications, more and more properties are being mapped into the
high-risk zones (sometimes incorrectly stated as being “mapped into a flood zone”). And while
Congress continues to kick the National Flood Insurance Program reform/reauthorization can
down the road, grandfathering remains a viable option to help reduce the cost of flood
insurance. To be viable though, it is important to let people know what their options are, to let
them know early on, and to remind them before the maps become effective (especially the
owners of pre-FIRM buildings!).
Although whole papers could be written on this subject (and the Insurance
Committee has!*), we’d like to provide you with some resources instead of filling up the entire
News & Views with a long dissertation. First, below is a simple chart to use that can be shared
with community officials, stakeholders, the media, and the public to give a high-level view of
their options when maps change.
If New Maps Show …
Change from moderate
or low flood risk to
high risk (flood zone B,
C, or X to zone A, AE,
AH, AO, A99, AR, V, or
VE)

Change from high
flood risk to moderate
or low risk (e.g., flood
zone A, AE, AH, AO,
A99, AR to zone X or
shaded X)

Then These Requirements, Options, and Savings Apply
Flood insurance is mandatory. Flood insurance will be federally required for
most mortgage holders. Insurance costs may rise to reflect the true (high) risk.
“Grandfathering” can offer savings. The National Flood Insurance Program
has “grandfathering” rules to recognize policyholders who built in compliance
with the flood map in effect at the time of construction or who maintain
continuous coverage. Sometimes, though, using the new flood maps can actually
result in a lower premium, especially if the home is high enough above the BFE.
Flood insurance is optional but recommended. The risk has only been
reduced, not removed. Flood insurance can still be obtained, and at lower
rates. About 25% of all flood insurance claims come from moderate-to-low-risk
areas.
Conversion offers savings. An existing policy can be easily converted to a
lower-cost Preferred Risk Policy, if the building qualifies. Note that lenders
always have the option to require flood insurance in these areas.

Increase in the base
flood elevation (BFE)

An increase in BFE can result in higher premiums; however,
“grandfathering” can offer savings. The National Flood Insurance Program
grandfathering rules allow policyholders who have built in compliance with the
flood map in effect at the time of construction to keep the earlier BFE to
calculate their insurance rates. This could result in significant savings.

No change in risk level

No change in insurance rates. However, this is a good time to review your
coverages and ensure that your building and contents are adequately protected.

[continued on next page]
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Insurance Committee’s Corner (cont.)
Second, FEMA has several fact sheets about grandfathering and the effects of map changes on
insurance. Two that we would like to bring to your attention are an “Insurance Agent Tips” fact sheet
(http://www.fema.gov/library/viewRecord.do?id=2797) and a newly updated version of the
“Grandfathering Fact Sheet for Insurance Agents”
(http://www.fema.gov/library/viewRecord.do?id=3745). Now, don’t let the words “Insurance
Agent” make you think they are highly technical. The “Tips” sheet is also good for community officials,
floodplain managers, and others who are wondering what to SAY and then what property owners need to
DO (i.e., options). The other one provides more details about the grandfathering process and now gives
examples. So, when you get a chance, download these and review them to see if they will help you help
your local residents and business owners understand their options better.
See, grandfathering can be simple . . . right?
—Your Humble Insurance Committee Co-Chairs
P.S. Workshops on the “Effects of Map Changes” will be given at both the ASFPM Annual Conference
in May (see page 8 and http://www.floods.org) and the National Flood Conference (see

http://www.nfipiservice.com/nfc.html).

* With the reform of the NFIP looming on the horizon (again), the Insurance Committee has written a draft white
paper on grandfathering that is being reviewed by ASFPM Board members. If you would like to see it and provide
comments, please shoot us an email at the address below.

This column is produced by the ASFPM Insurance Committee.
Send your questions about flood insurance issues to insurancecorner@floods.org
and they will be addressed in future issues of the newsletter.

Mid Atlantic supports Coastal Management
Last spring, the governors of New York, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia began to
develop an interstate agreement on ocean and coastal management for the Mid-Atlantic region. The
governors acknowledged that this regional approach “must address the important role of humans
within those systems.” Pursuant to this initiative, Monmouth University’s Urban Coast
Institute and Polling Institute conducted a public opinion survey of coastal residents in the MidAtlantic region.

A majority of Mid-Atlantic coastal residents are very concerned about water pollution (57%), beach
erosion (56%), and shoreline pollution (53%) in their towns. Just under half are seriously concerned about
coastal development (47%) and habitat loss (47%), and 4 in 10 are very concerned about storm risk from sea
level rise (41%).
Six in ten residents (61%) say they would support greater efforts to protect their local coasts even if it
required tax increases. Less than half say government has done a good job of protecting coastal habitats (46%)
and maintaining clean water (45%). About 3 in 10 say it has done a good job managing marine life (35%),
protecting coastal property from storm damage (33%), and managing coastal development (29%).
''' Read the survey results at http://www.monmouth.edu/polling/admin/polls/

MidAtlanticCoastSurvey2009.pdf.
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Washington Report
¤ All referenced legislation and committee reports can be found at http://thomas.loc.gov.
Type in the bill number, or go directly to the committee’s website to read testimony . ¤

Legislative Report
Operating at Full Tilt—Until the Snowstorms

Both houses of Congress are back in session, have received the President’s State of the Union
message and the President’s Proposed Budget for Fiscal Year 2011. The focus of attention has shifted
somewhat from the health care legislation to a new jobs package of several bills. The appropriations
committees scheduled hearings to begin the week of February 9th and many authorizing committees
are holding budget hearings as well.
That is, until the “snowpocalypse.” The double-header snowstorms resulted in postponement
of virtually all hearings during the week of February 9th. The following week is the Presidents’ Day
Congressional District Work Period. The hearings on agency budgets will be set back by two weeks,
not able to begin in earnest until the week of February 22nd. The House of Representatives has
cancelled all House Floor voting for the entire week. The Senate did hold votes on February 9th, has
cancelled votes for February 10th, and likely will be in session later in the week to focus on the first
Jobs bill.
Rumors are that extension of the National Flood Insurance Program, which is set to expire on
February 28th, will be accomplished via the jobs bill. So far, the extension period has not been
defined.
Appropriations hearings, the jobs bill, and committee development of other legislation will be
the major focus for February. Stafford Act revisions reported out of committee could be considered on
the House floor. Legislation in development includes a watershed planning measure, a new version of
the Water Resources Development Act, possible levee safety provisions, and a national catastrophe
insurance backstop bill.
Scheduled but Postponed

The week of February 9th had been planned as a very busy week. Among the hearings scheduled were
House and Senate authorizing committee hearings and a House Appropriations hearing on the
Department of Homeland Security’s budget proposal. House Appropriations hearings on the budget
requests for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Department of Agriculture, National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, and the National Weather Service also were scheduled. A Senate
authorizing committee had planned a hearing on the Interior Department’s budget. Other than budget
hearings, hearings on implementation of the Secure Water Act, and on a one-year progress report on
last year’s economic stimulus legislation also had been planned. All of these hearings were postponed.
NFIP, The Jobs Bill, and Flood Insurance Reform

Rather than moving a full-scale jobs bill, the Senate leadership has opted to act on several jobs bills
over the rest of the Congressional session. A draft of the first of those is expected to be released later
this week. Procedurally, the Senate will take up a jobs bill passed by the House, but will amend it to
substitute its version. Staff associated with the Senate Banking Committee have indicated that the plan
[continued on next page]
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Washington Report

(cont.)

is to include another extension of the National Flood Insurance Program’s authorization in the bill.
There is some indication, however, of objections from the Committee’s Ranking Republican, Richard
Shelby (R-AL) and from Tom Coburn (R-OK). Shelby objects to further extension of the program
without reform. Previously, however, he had indicated agreement with another extension to June 30,
2010. Without an extension, the program’s authority will expire February 28th. A lapse in authority
causes significant consternation and confusion in the real estate, lending, and insurance industries.
The prospects for serious consideration of flood insurance reform legislation during this
Congressional session are not promising. Senate Banking Committee Chairman Chris Dodd (D-CT)
has indicated he does not intend to take up flood insurance reform this year. He is not running for
re-election, so there will be a new Chairman of the Banking Committee in the next Congress.
Indications from the House Financial Services Committee are that reform legislation is unlikely in the
House if there are no prospects for Senate action this session.
The ASFPM has expressed the view that the previous reform bills passed by the House and
Senate, respectively, have grown somewhat stale, although each version does contain some important
and useful program changes. In the interim, many other considerations have emerged (for example,
the difficult levee certification and mapping issues) that require Congressional attention. In addition,
FEMA Administrator Craig Fugate held an NFIP Listening Session in November at which he
challenged participants to “think big” in terms of reforms for the NFIP. The Administration may well
have resulting legislative recommendations.
Meanwhile, House Financial Services Chairman Barney Frank (D-MA) has now publicly
expressed his wish to transfer jurisdiction over the NFIP to the House Transportation and
Infrastructure Committee. That committee has jurisdiction over the Stafford Act and also over the
Corps of Engineers and levee issues. The program has historically been under the Financial Services
Committee because it resided in the Department of Housing and Urban Development before FEMA
was created in 1979 and because NFIP compliance has been effected through federally insured
lending institutions. Such a change would not occur until the next Congress (January 2011).
Water Resources Development Act
The House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee’s Water Resources Subcommittee has begun
development of a new WRDA bill. The most recent WRDA was in 2007, and, among other
provisions, established the National Committee on Levee Safety (NCSL).
A new WRDA could incorporate provisions reflecting the (still draft) report of the NCLS. The
report is still a draft because it is undergoing review at the Office of Management and Budget, but it
has been informally presented to the relevant Congressional committees. A subgroup of the NCLS has
developed recommendations for legislation, which it intends to present to the Congressional
committees. (Its briefings also were postponed because of the snowstorms.)
The ASFPM has been represented as a non-voting member of the NCLS by Sam Riley
Medlock. Although the ASFPM supports much of the work of the NCLS, the ASFPM has expressed
the hope that any levee safety legislation take a broader flood risk management perspective than is
reflected in the draft report.
Tentative plans are to have a draft WRDA ready for committee consideration and action in late
March or early April.
[continued on next page]
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Sustainable Watershed Planning
The Water Resources Subcommittee also is continuing work on legislation to provide a framework for
water resources and watershed planning and to establish an office in the Executive Office of the
President to facilitate improved and less confusing and overlapping planning requirements. The
ASFPM representatives have had a number of discussions with subcommittee staff and have, at their
request, provided several recommendations. Two earlier drafts have been circulated for comment, the
most recent from July 2009. At present, the staff is still assimilating comments and suggestions from a
number of organizations and individuals and expects to produce a new draft for further comment.
Highlights of the FY 2011 Budget Request
Some new initiatives and key programs associated with floodplain management are highlighted
below. More budget detail will be provided on the ASFPM website after further analysis.

FEMA— Pre-Disaster Mitigation (PDM) funding is requested at $100 million, the same as in
FY ‘10. Language associated with the PDM program refers to improvement of federal efforts to
incentivize state and local governments in planning and implementing pre-disaster mitigation. It also
mentions a partnership with the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development to couple
hazard mitigation with community development goals and activities.
The Flood Mitigation Assistance (FMA) request is for $40 million, the same as for FY ‘10.
The Severe Repetitive Loss (SRL) request is for $70 million, the same as FY ‘10, and Repetitive Loss
Claims also the same as FY ‘10, at $10 million. FEMA’s Mapping/RiskMAP budget request is for
$194 million, down from $220 million last year.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers—Overall, the Corps’ discretionary budget authority was
reduced by 10% to $4.9 billion (down from $5.4 billion). Most of the reductions are taken from
projects deemed to be low national priorities and to have unsatisfactory benefit-cost ratios.
Expenditures are focused mainly on dam safety, repairs and rehabilitations, hydropower generator
upgrades, and major environmental restoration projects.
At a briefing on the budget request, Assistant Secretary for Civil Works Jo Ellen Darcy said
the budget focuses on three elements: construction, flood risk reduction, and aquatic ecosystem
restoration. She said that, overall, the budget reflects support for non-structural flood risk
management and noted that one of the two newly authorized projects is a non-structural project for
Onion Creek in Texas.
The overall budget is lean, however. The Planning Assistance to States request is for $7
million; Flood Plain Management Services is $8 million; streamgaging (support to the U.S.
Geological Survey) is $600,000, the same as for FY ‘10. The request for the Levee Inventory is $15
million, up from $10 million in FY ‘10. (Note that there is an additional $90 million from FY ‘10
stimulus funds, and that a significant portion of the FY ‘11 request supports work of the NCLS, not
the inventory itself.) The budget request for Flood Risk Management (formerly FEMA/MapMod
Coordination) is $2 million; Ecosystem Management and Restoration is $2.59 million, and Aquatic
Ecosystem Restoration (Section 206) is $7.27 million.
[continued on next page]
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U.S. Geological Survey—The budget request includes a new initiative called WaterSmart,
which is essentially a new form of the water census. At the budget briefing, new USGS Director
Marcia McNutt indicated a wish to focus on achieving full implementation of the National
Streamflow Information System (NSIP) over the next 10 years.
The budget request for the NSIP is $26.5 million, down from $27 million in FY ‘10. The
Cooperative Streamgage program is listed at $62 million, down from $64 million in FY ‘10.
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration—The budget request includes the
establishment of a new Climate Service in NOAA that would bring together the existing modeling,
forecasting, and observation science functions. A new web portal for NOAA’s Climate Service is
http://www.climate.gov.
Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service—The budget request
includes a number of reductions in conservation programs. The Environmental Quality Incentives
Program request is down by $380 million; the Conservation Stewardship Program is down by $70
million (or 770,000 acres). The Wetland Reserve Program budget is down by $35 million (or 15,000
acres). The Farm and Ranch Land Protection Program budget is down by $15 million, and the
Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program request is down by $12 million.
Additional budget details for these and other agencies will be posted on the ASFPM website.
—Meredith R. Inderfurth, Washington Liaison
Rebecca Quinn, CFM, Legislative Officer

Publications, Software, the Web
O The Climate Solutions Consensus: What we Know and What to do about It describes in

non-technical language what we know about climate change, why we need to act now to control and
adapt to it, and ways that we can work together now to foster solutions. The book proposes 35 climate
actions for immediate consideration, many of which were on the table at the world climate talks in
Copenhagen last month. The book is a product of a 2008 conference convened by the U.S. National
Council for Science and the Environment that brought together more than 1,300 research and policy
experts to discuss climate change. The ideas, research, and policy options presented there are the basis
for the book’s recommended actions on agriculture, buildings, coastal and urban management,
education, energy, forestry, health, human population and international partnerships. The book’s
package offers special features designed to help teachers of climate policy courses or citizens
involved in developing local climate action plans. The NCSE and the authors have prepared an
extensive website that offers extra discussions not available in the print version, including illustrations
and figures. David Blockstein and Leo Wiegman. 2009. U.S. National Council for Science and the
Environment. Island Press. $60 hardcover, $30 paper from
http://www.islandpress.com/bookstore/details.php?prod_id=1951. To access the extra-content
website and view video presentations from the conference and other educational resources, visit the
conference website at http://NCSEonline.org/ClimateSolutions/.
[continued on next page]
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O The “Trees and Hurricanes” website of the University of Florida’s Institute of Food and

Agricultural Sciences is devoted to the principle that hardy trees act as a protective barrier to minimize
damage from hurricanes. The program’s goal is to help communities and citizens establish and maintain a
healthy “urban forest” that is more wind resistant. Step-by-step explanations are given for designing the
sites, selecting species, pruning, using wise management practices, and maintaining trees in a healthy
state. Also included are guidelines for assessing damage to trees after a hurricane and determining
whether and how to save and restore damaged trees. Check it out at
http://hort.ifas.ufl.edu/treesandhurricanes/.

O The Transformation that Fell Short: Bush, Federalism, and Emergency Management examines
the changes in disaster-related intergovernmental relations that took place between 2001 and 2008. When
George W. Bush became president in 2001, says the author, he inherited an emergency management
regime that had two parts: a central civilian core, dating back to the Disaster Relief Act of 1950, and a
military periphery—peripheral because of the centuries-long federalist inhibition against using national
armed forces for domestic purposes. The author argues that, in the wake of the September 11th terrorist
attacks and Hurricane Katrina, the Bush Administration took many actions to push the military and the
federal government into a central role in disaster management, bypassing state and locality authority and
responsibility. Viewed from a political history perspective, this could have had the effect of weakening
the U.S. federalist system. Tracing the actions and reactions of the Executive Branch, Congress,
governors, and others during this period, the author shows why this did not happen. Martha Derthick.
2009. Nelson A. Rockefeller Institute of Government, 27 pp. Available at

http://www.rockinst.org/disaster_recovery/.

O Canadians at Risk: Our Exposure to Natural Hazards is the third part of a project conducted by a
team of Canadian scientists to assess hazards and vulnerabilities of that nation. The book begins with an
historical survey of disasters in Canada, then examines in some detail each of 19 weather- related and
geophysical hazards to which the country is prone. A range of coping strategies is then presented,
ranging from insurance to remote sensing to adaptation. A central message is that humans are not just
passive victims of natural hazards but instead often make themselves victims by their own actions. The
authors conclude that Canadians are more vulnerable to natural disasters than they should be, but that the
knowledge and skills to make communities safer are available. There are ways to reduce the potential for
disaster, enhance preparedness, improve response and recovery, and modify behaviors and policies that
act to increase vulnerability. They call for increased awareness, cooperation, and commitment from
governments, corporations, community groups, and individuals. David Etkin, editor. 2009. 238 pages.
The Canadian Assessment of Natural Hazards Project. Available at
http://www.crhnet.ca/fileadmin/documents/pdf_subdirectory/Canadians%20at%20Risk.pdf.
O The new “EBM Roadmap” website provides streamlined information about how to put
ecosystem-based management (EBM) into practice for the ocean and for coastal areas. The EBM
Roadmap gives a concise introduction to the concept and practice of EBM, and then is organized around
the eight “core elements,” each of which plays a role in a holistic management scheme for a given area:
(1) nature’s services, (2) scientific evidence, (3) geographic scales, (4) ecological linkages,
(5) cumulative impacts, (6) tradeoffs among human activities, (7) adaptive management, and (8) network
of people and information. The extensive materials under each element are intended to help all
participants and stakeholders move ecosystem management from concept to practice. The website is a
joint project of COMPASS and Waterview Consulting. Visit at
http://www.ebmtools.org/roadmap.html.
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Calendar
The events listed below are only the highlights of events of interest to floodplain managers.
A complete list of flood-related training, conferences, and other meetings, including ALL the workshops
and conferences of State Chapters and associations is always posted at
http://www.floods.org/n-calendar/calendar.asp?.

March 2–5, 2010: ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE MICHIGAN STORMWATER-FLOODPLAIN ASSOCIATION,
Bay City, Michigan. See http://mi.floods.org/.
March 3–5, 2010: ANNUAL MEMBERS MEETING OF THE FLORIDA FLOODPLAIN MANAGERS
ASSOCIATION, Lake Mary, Florida. See http://www.ffma.net.
March 9–11, 2010: ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE ILLINOIS ASSOCIATION OF FLOODPLAIN AND
STORMWATER MANAGERS, Tinley Park, Illinois. See http://www.iafsm.org
April 19–22, 2010: NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM COMMUNITY RATING SYSTEM (E278),
Emergency Management Institute, Emmitsburg, Maryland. Contact (800) 238-3358 or see
http://www.training.fema.gov/EMIweb/.
April 25–29, 2010: MONITORING FROM THE SUMMIT TO THE SEA—SEVENTH NATIONAL MONITORING
CONFERENCE, Denver, Colorado. Sponsored by the National Water Quality Monitoring Council.
See http://acwi.gov/monitoring/conference/2010/index.html.
May 16–21, 2010: THIRTY-FOURTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE ASSOCIATION OF STATE FLOODPLAIN
MANAGERS, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Contact the ASFPM Executive Office, (608) 274-0123
or see http://www.floods.org.
June 14–17, 2010: NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM COMMUNITY RATING SYSTEM (E278),
Emergency Management Institute, Emmitsburg, Maryland. Contact (800) 238-3358 or see
http://www.training.fema.gov/EMIweb/.
August 9–12, 2010: NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM COMMUNITY RATING SYSTEM (E278),
Emergency Management Institute, Emmitsburg, Maryland. Contact (800) 238-3358 or see
http://www.training.fema.gov/EMIweb/.
September 27–30, 2010: WORKING WATERWAYS AND WATERFRONTS, Portland, Maine.
Maine Sea Grant and University of Maine Cooperative Extension.
See http://www.wateraccessus.com/sponsors.htm.
November 13–17, 2010: PREPARING FOR CLIMATE CHANGE: SCIENCE, PRACTICE AND POLICY,
Galveston, Texas.
Restore America’s Estuaries invites abstracts for sessions, presentations, and posters for the 5th
National Conference on Coastal and Estuarine Habitat Restoration.
Abstracts are due March 2, 2010.
See http://program.estuaries.org.
May 15–20, 2011: THIRTY-FIFTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE ASSOCIATION OF STATE
FLOODPLAIN MANAGERS, Louisville, Kentucky. Contact (608) 274-0123, or see
http://www.floods.org.
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